CHEDRO-III MEMORANDUM
No. 052, series of 2020

For All Presidents / Heads of SUCs, LUCs and Private HEIs in Region III

Subject: Data gathering for the operations thematic area of the Regional Higher Education Action Plan (RHEAP) for mitigating the impact of COVID-19

Date: 06 July 2020

The Region III is in the process of coming up with the REGIONAL HIGHER EDUCATION PLAN (RHEAP) FOR MITIGATING THE IMPACT OF COVID-19, as part of the regional integral efforts for adapting the new normal and motivated by the principle of "We HEAL as ONE... We EDUCATE as ONE". The Thematic Focals for Operations prepared the data gathering instruments covering the HEI's operations.

In this connection, the designated respondent of the HEIs (VP for Administration / Director/ Planning Officer or equivalent of the HEIs) are expected to accomplish the survey instrument on or before 10 July 2020 using the google form link https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc0LU6CEkpZSUdKCCj3zATJiWpWLT1BjZKtHPB_OQwn3X7_fw/viewform.

The accomplished survey form will go straight to the Thematic Focals for Operations for processing. The objective is to reach all the respondents as possible to gather their personal experiences even with the limitations (e.g. availability of gadgets, internet connection, etc.). The data gathered from the respondents will be used as bases for the preparation of the RHEAP, policy recommendations and determination of corresponding programs, policies and projects in mitigating the impact of COVID-19 in the higher education sector in Region III.

For the HEIs usual support and compliance, please.

MARIA TERESITA MACANAS SEMANA, PhD, CESO IV
Officer In-Charge, Office of the Director IV